No. D-12/16/1/03-EVI Dated: 24/5/2011

To,

A.C. (NTA), All Regional Directors/ Jt. Directors In-charge,
D(M) Delhi/ D(M) Noida/ SSMC/ M.S. of ESIC Model Hospitals/ODCs.
Joint Director – V, Hqrs. Office.

Sub: ESIC Pensioners Medical Scheme – Removal of difficulties

Ref: Hqrs. office clarifications of even No. dated 13/1/06, 7/6/06, 15/12/06, 1/3/07, 7/1/08, 27/6/08, 25/8/08, 25/3/09, 1/7/09, 7/1/10, 26/8/10 and 1/11/10.

Sir,

I am directed to invite your attention to the references and subject cited above.
In continuation to this office circular of even No. dated 1/11/10, it if clarified that the opportunity for enrolment under ESIC-PMS-06 upto **30/6/2011** is also for those pensioners who were initially enrolled under any Pensioners’ Scheme of ESIC and gone out of the same due to various reasons.

Such pensioners are to be enrolled afresh and will be eligible for super-specialty treatment only after a ‘waiting period’ of six months from the date of joining the Scheme.

Other terms & conditions shall remain the same.

The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

Hindi version will follow.

Yours faithfully,

(SUNIL TANEJA)
JOINT DIRECTOR-II
for Addl. Commissioner (P&A)
Copy to:

1. Jt. Directors (Fin.)/Dy. Director (Fin.) at R.Os and SROs/ESIC Run Hospitals.
2. Shri S.N. Shorey, Secretary General, All India ESIC Pensioners' Federation, B-3/64 A, Keshav Puram, Delhi – 110 035.
4. ESIC Elders’ (Pensioners’) Association, (Bihar Region), ESIC Colony, Ambedkarpath, Patna – 800 014.
5. ESIC Pensioners’ Association, (Karnataka), 13/1 VI Main Road, Palace Guttahalli, Bengaluru – 560 003.
6. ESIC Pensioners’ Association, (Kerala), Room No. 38, 2nd floor, Arafa Towers, Veliyannur, Thrissur – 680 021 (Kerala).
8. ESIC Pensioners’ Association, (MP, Indore), 137, Telephone Nagar, Kanadia Road, Indore – 452 018.
13. ESIC Pensioners’ Welfare Association, (Rajasthan Unit), Narayan Towers, Flat No. 1, C-123, Mangal Marg, Bapu Nagar, Jaipur – 302 015.
14. ESIC Pensioners’ Association, (Tamil Nadu Region), No.5, 12th Main Road, Vijay Nagar, Velacherry, Chennai – 600 042.
17. ESIC Pensioners’ Association, (Gujarat Region), 31, Killol Society, Rajendra Park Road, Odhav, Ahmedabad – 382 415.
18. ESIC Pensioners’ Association, (Haryana Unit), H.No. 1024, Sector-46, Faridabad – 121001.
20. ESIC Pensioners’ Association (Odisha), At / P.O. Kalyani Nagar (Behind Vigilance Colony), Cuttack – 753 013 (Orissa).